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AbstRAct

Society is more advanced and progressing in different areas in this era. Application 
of technology become the integrated part of the developed society. Digital Society is 
the society, culture and technology-oriented solutions. Digital society deals with the 
many programs and fields with the variety of programs including Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT), Information Science, and Computing, Computer 
engineering, etc. Business Studies, Commerce and several areas of Humanities and 
Social Science are the unified branches of digital society programs. These programs of 
digital society are useful to make digital society more appropriate. Various technologies 
are associated with digital society such as internet technology, wireless, and network 
technologies. Digital Society provides knowledge, information, best culture, and digital 
based products for improvement of the society. The revolution of the Digital Society 
involved in development of the society as well a s conduct the academic and research 
degree programs in different countries. Characteristics of Digital Society, tools, and 
advanced technologies are described in this Paper. Digital Society existing degrees 
programs, the Indian and International Digital Society related educational programs 
are analyzed and focused in this paper.

Keywords: Digital Society, Digital Humanities, Information Science, Interdisciplinary, 
advanced Society, Potential Degrees, India
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Digital Society is an interdisciplinary research facet and this is responsible for the progressive 
societal development. Furthermore it is formed as a result of the adoption and integration 
of traditional and emerging technologies including business science & the humanities and 
lies on different kind of stakeholders which include the society, technologies and content[1],[8]. 
Initially all the components of Information Technology considered as prime in Digital Society 
development such as Software Technology, Database Technology, network Technology, Web 
Technology, Security Technology etc.[2],[11],[32].
Furthermore many latest technologies become important and vital in Digital Society and 
among these important are as follows—

 � Cloud Computing
 � Big Data
 � Internet of Things (IoT)
 � Data analytics
 � next Generation networks
 � Human Computer Interaction
 � robotics & aI
 � Intelligent Systems & Interaction Systems
 � Usability engineering & UXD etc.

There are many emerging concepts raised in Digital Society domain such as Smart Town, Smart 
City, Smart Villages with various smart and advanced services. The growing importance of 
technologies results & led the development of the concept of Digital Society. Many international 
universities been started academic programs, degrees, research programs, academic & 
research events in this area. Here in this work, the aspect of Digital Society including its 
meaning and concept, stakeholders, characteristics and features are illustrated. Digital Society 
is though have huge potentiality but having many issues and challenges related to the Hr, 
technologies, Government Support, Planning etc. Since Digital society is highly connected 
with the advanced telecommunications and other electronic systems therefore the aspects 
related to the economic development with proper support from digital tools & technologies 
and depend on information knowledge & digital products. There are many benefits of Digital 
Society and therefore universities and educational institutions are engaged in offering academic 
program on this[3],[24],[33].

Objective of the paper

This paper entitled ‘Digital Society: The Concept, Foundation, emergence emphasizing 
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educational Programs, and Potentialities—A Proposed Policy Work’ is a basic overview and 
conceptual paper and basically deals with following aim and objective in brief—

 � To learn about the fundamental aspects of Digital Society such as meaning, features, and 
characteristics in brief.

 � To dig out the Digital Society emphasizing its various stakeholders in brief manner.
 � To know about the basic functions and tools of such Digital Society in emerging concepts.
 � To learn about the development and emerging technological involvement in developing 
and upgrading Digital Society with proper Information Technology integration.

 � To know about the basic challenges and issues regarding Digital Society concept 
development.

 � To know about the opportunities as well as advantages regarding the design, development 
of Digital Society and similar aspects.

 � To get the idea about technological skill requirement for a proper and healthy designing 
and developing of Digital Society related aspects.

 � To learn about the basic degrees and academic program in the field of Digital Society 
including some of the potential and proposed programs.

Digital society and characteristics

There concept of Digital Society is rising rapidly throughout and it is deals with many basic 
and emerging features, facets etc. and some of them are listed herewith—

Tools & Technology Dependent— Digital Society is deals with various kinds of tools and 
technologies; and such technologies and systems are changing rapidly. Computers, Laptops 
and Smart electronic Products, networking devices, Database and Storage Devices, Web 
related tools are become important tool as far as Digital Society concept is concerned[9],[10],[20].
Diverse & Changing Technologies— Digital Society concept is always changing with special 
reference to its support from the end of tools and technologies. Since latest technologies are 
always coming therefore in Digital Society also changing its shape and periphery.
Basic and Common Technologies—The basic technologies that led and helps in developing 
Digital Society in real sense will become supported by the basic and common technologies 
of IT and these are Database Technology, network Technology, Web Technology, Software 
Technology, Security Technology etc.
Integration of Human Affiliation— The integration of human affiliation and their significance 
considered as most valuable in terms of healthy, sustainable and advanced Digital Society 
development.
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Proper Management— In respect of planning, developing, managing and executing an 
advanced and healthy Digital Society it is important to have proper management techniques 
applications. Here all the advanced and basic technologies may be applied and utilized 
accordingly with proper management technological applications[4],[15],[20].
Addiction related Aspects— Digital Society is supported by various kind of basic and emerging 
technologies therefore it is also getting affected to its users and as a result it is in many context 
considered as addiction.
In India and throughout the world there are many projects initiated for the development of 
the Digital Society in real sense and among some of the Indian projects important are Bhoomi, 
Gayandoot, Lokvani, Friends, e-Suvidha, e-Choupal, Internet Saathietc[6],[12].
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Fig. 1: Basic supporting technologies of Digital Society

stakeholders of Digital society

Design, Development of Digital Society is associated with many stakeholders (as depicted in 
Fig. 1) and all these stakeholders are important in their respective fields—
Society- Digital Society is includes the association of the common people, community 
civilization.
Technologies- There are many basic and fundamental Information Technology components viz. 
software technology, communication technology, database technology, network technology, 
multimedia technology etc. and all these may be considered as important stakeholder.
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Content- In Digital Society contents considered as most vital and therefore data, information, 
knowledge, documentation etc. are should be in prime focus[20].
Knowledge Management- as far as Digital Society is considered Knowledge Management 
considered as important and it may include knowledge organization, knowledge processing, 
database technology etc.

tools for Digital society

There are various tools being used in designing, developing and conceptualizing Digital 
Society and among these some of the important are as follows (but not limited to)—

 � Computing tools: In developing Digital Society tools are considered as important one 
and among these important are laptops, computers, smart gadgets and electronic products.

 � network tools: There are many important devices in respect of networking and among 
these few important are Router, switch, repeater, hub.

 � Database tools: as far as Database tools are concerned some of the important are DMBS, 
database, storage device (pen drive, hard drive etc are the core of this segment[7],[17].

 � Communication system: Satellite systems are important in respect of designing, developing 
and managing Digital Society.

 � Multimedia tools: HCI (Human Computer Interaction) system, UXD, VFX, Virtual reality 
becomes an important concern in developing Digital Society.

The development of the Digital Society incorporates the aspects of digital village, digital 
town, digital nation, therefore whole concept of ICT4D is important and valuable in this 
regard. all the phases of ICT4D is most important and all the tools in regard to proper ICT 
and Information Infrastructure building (refer Table 1 in this regard).

table 1: Phases of ICT4D and Tools: The root for building Digital Society

Phase of Ict4D tools
ICT4D 0.0 – (1950-1980) Computing devices and its spreading during the time
ICT4D 1.0 – (1990-1990) Computer/ internet/email uses and popularity during the time
ICT4D 2.0 – (2000- Till ) Social networking viz.

(Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp etc.), including emerging 
technological involvement likeIoT (internet of things), Cloud 
computing, Big Data, aI & robotics

Furthermore to reach a perfect and proper Digital Society all kind of Digital literacy is 
important. There are many Digital Literacy techniques and ways in proper Digital Society 
support such as—
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 � Computer Literacy to educate about the aspects and skilling in basic computing uses.
 � network Literacy to educate regarding the skilling of network skill sets.
 � Web Literacy to educate regarding web related literacy[13],[14].
 � Internet Literacy to educate basics of internet use of such tools and skilling on such issues.
 � Media Literacy to educate on the aspects on media related issues and skilling
 � Multimedia Literacy to educate about the basics of various media tools and supporting 
systems.

challenges of Digital society Development

We all are moving towards the Digital Society; though there are certain issues regarding the 
development of the digital society, and such challenges and issues can be noted as under.

 � In developing healthy and proper Digital Society designing and development it is 
important to have good cooperation, coordination as well as collaboration of different 
kind of stake-holders[18],[21].

 � Lack of proper planning of digital product uses including the availability of the proper 
and available manpower is an issue.

 � Digital Society development and its utilizations need a healthy and proper skilled, trained 
manpower to execute the tasks.

 � The proper, sufficient and enough budgets is very much important and urgent in executing 
work properly.

 � Proper and healthy policy implementation is also another important feature and all such 
are important to look into.

 � To develop a real and continuous Digital Society the lack of infrastructure should be 
taken into consideration.

 � as of now there is a limited initiative from the government bodies and ministries; and 
therefore sufficient effort is highly solicited.

 � another important issue also need to look into that is Less involvement of common 
people regarding Digital Society development initiative[16],[26].

apart from the above the unwillingness towards the project as well proper testing of the 
existing projects also considered as vital and important.

Manpower and Human Resource Development: Digital society and Allied Programs

Digital Society is become an important research area in many universities and institutions 
of higher learning internationally. and moreover it is now become an academic degree 
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and program at Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral Degrees. Few institutions also even started 
Certificate, Training and Diploma program on Digital Society and allied areas. As far as allied 
nomenclature is concerned few important are—

 � Digital Media & Society
 � Digital Society & Humanities
 � Digital Humanities etc.

Digital Society programs are available as Science Degree and also as a domain directly with 
the degree for example IIIT Bangalore, India, The University of the Edinburg, UK offers MSc 
Degree irrespective of the basic degree in Science. Most of the institutions offering Digital 
Society programs are Masters Degree. However few also offered with Digital Humanities as 
well[22],[27]. Table 2 in this regard offered the details of the program including nomenclature, 
duration, country of the institutions etc.

table 2: List of tentative Higher Educational Institutions offering Digital Society Programs

sl. 
No. Degrees offered Institution/Universities Remarks country

1 BSc Digital Society Maastricht University 3 Years Program and 180 Credit 
Total

The 
netherlands

2 MSc Digital Society International Institute of 
Information Technology 
(IIIT),Bangalore

2 Years Program and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder
66 Credit

India

3 MSc Digital Society Department of Sociology, 
The University of edinburg, 
UK

1 Year (FT) & 2 Year (PT) Program 
for any Bachelors Degree Holder

UK

4 MSc Digital Society The University of Glasgow 1 Year (FT) & 2 Year (PT) Program 
for Humanities & Social Science 
Bachelors Degree Holder

UK

5 MSc Digital Society Central University of 
rajasthan

2 Years Program and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder
92 Credit

India

6 Ma Digital Media & 
Society

The University of Sheffield 1 Year (FT) & 2 Year (PT) Program 
and Open to any Bachelors 
Degree Holder
180 Credit

UK

7 Ma Digital Media & 
Society

Cardiff University 1 Year (FT) and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder
180 Credit

UK
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8 Ma Digital Media & 
Society

Loughborough University 1 Year (FT) and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder
180 Credit

UK

9 Ma Digital Media & 
Society

The University of Bremen 2 Years Program and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder

Germany

10 MSc Digital 
Humanities

Indian Institute of 
Technology Jodhpur

2 Years Program and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder

India

11 Ma Digital 
Humanities &Society

Hamid Bin Khalifa 
University

2 Years Program and Open to 
any Bachelors Degree Holder, 39 
Credit

Qatar

12 Master of Digital 
Humanities & Public 
Culture

australian national 
University

2 Years Program and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder, 96 Unit

australia

13 Master of Public 
Policy in Digital 
Society

McMaster University 1 Year (FT) and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder

USa

14 MSc Media & 
Communication

The London School of 
economics &Political 
Science (LSe)

1 Year (FT) and Open to any 
Bachelors Degree Holder

UK

It is worthy to note that many universities offers the program with one year Masters Degree 
program while few are two year based. Some of the universities offers physical, online and 
blended mode of education[20],[28]. at the line of international universities two universities from 
India started to offer M.Sc. in Digital Society viz. Indian Institute of Information Technology 
(IIIT) Bangalore, India, Central University of rajasthan, India.

curriculum Development in the context of Digital society

Digital Society as an interdisciplinary program deals with the aspects and components of 
Society & Social Science, Information Technology, Management Sciences with the Computing 
therefore the curriculum should be purely interdisciplinary in nature. a Sample example of 
such curriculum of M.Sc. Digital Society of Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT) 
Bangalore, India is given bellow.

semester 1(16 credits)

 � Digital components of a connected society (4 credits)
 � application development, Or, enterprise software development (2 credits)
 � Qualitative research methods (4 credits)
 � Quantitative data analysis for public policy (4 credits)
 � Technology and society (4 credits)
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semester 2 (16 credits)

 � Technology in development (4 credits)
 � ICT Policy and regulation (4 credits)
 � Social complexity and systems thinking (4 credits)
 � Human computer interaction (4 credits)

semester 3 (16 credits)

 � elective 1-4 (4 × 4 = 16 credits)

semester 4 (16 credits thesis/Internship)

This M.Sc. Digital Society program is equipped with the Specialization into its program and 
currently is comes with any of the following:

 � Human-centered digital design
 � Data intensive digital design
 � research and policy studies

Therefore a degree and program on the subjects may be offered with the subjects related to the 
Information Science, Computing, ICT, Computer applications etc. Since Information Science 
is the applications of the IT and Computing in the Societies therefore there is a ground of 
introducing Digital Society specialization at BSc/MSc-IS programs.

table 3: Possible agricultural Informatics Information Science/ IT concentration

Digital society & allied possible nomenclature in Is context
BSc/MSc-Information Science (Digital Society)

BSc/MSc-Information Science (Digital Society & Media)
BSc/MSc-Information Science (Digital Society & Sociology)

BSc/MSc-Information Science (Digital Society & Humanities)

Computing is another subject that is responsible for using computers in different settings. This 
is also become a field of study in the areas of Software, basic Computing Technologies etc. 
therefore it is not involved in study and designing and development of Computing; rather 
it is deals with the applications of computer related technologies; and in this regard Digital 
Society Specialization can be introduced perfectly.
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table 4: Possible agricultural Informatics Computing/ ICT concentration

Digital society & allied possible nomenclature in computing/ Ict context
BSc/MSc-Computing (Digital Society)

BSc/MSc-Computing (Digital Society & Media)
BSc/MSc-Computing (Digital Society & Sociology)

BSc/MSc-Computing (Digital Society & Humanities)

Since Computer application is an important very popular subject in India and not deals 
with the hardware and designing of computer systems therefore Digital Society and allied 
nomenclature can be started as with Computer application subjects i.e. BCa/MCa/BSc-Ca/
MSc-Ca.

table 5: Possible agricultural Informatics Computer application concentration

Digital society & allied possible nomenclature in Is context
BCa/MCa (Digital Society)

BCa/MCa (Digital Society & Media)
BCa/MCa (Digital Society & Sociology)

BSc/ MSc-Computer applications (Digital Society)
BSc/ MSc-Computer applications (Digital Society & Media)

BSc/ MSc-Computer applications (Digital Society & Sociology)

These possible programs are mainly proposed in the areas Computing, Information Science, 
Computing; however since Digital Society is applications of IT in the Society therefore in 
some other allied nomenclature too the specialization can be offered viz. IT, ICT, Information 
Systems.

Inclusive Development of the society with skilled Digital society Experts

Digital Society programs are comes with the interdisciplinary knowledge, skill sets, 
technologies, management and truly believes in digital transformation of different sectors viz. 
digital organizations, digital government, digital commerce, digital media & entertainment, 
digital healthcare, digital transportation & tourism etc. Hence Digital Society brings jobs and 
carrier opportunities in diverse fields such as—

 � Skilled Digital Society educated can GPO for human-centered computing for product 
development

 � In Developing ICT-Society interface related areas.
 � In the e-Governance programs and projects.
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 � Consulting organizations deals with ICTs working with the public and private sectors.
 � CSr units dedicated in the Digital Sustainability and digital ecology
 � Corporate research labs and virtual organizations
 � Policy think-tanks and in Business Information Systems practice.

Therefore Digital Society educated can have well-positioned for a wide range of careers in 
the public, private, and third sectors, including the opportunities in digital research or digital 
media design and development. The subject also empowers to the candidates working in 
the digital technology in wider scale as an activist, artist, manager, practitioner, or policy 
maker. Since the subject deals with the multidisciplinary facets therefore it brings research, 
communication, and project management applications as well[19],[29].

Digital Education: An Overview

Digital education is an educational frame based on various technologies[5]. To assist teaching 
– learning process various modern technologies and digital devices have been used. Digital 
education could be through online or offline mode. Online Learning, e-Learning, Blended 
Learning, Virtual education, ICT based education and so on, are the part of digital education. 
The teaching – learning will become more students centric after the incorporation of digital 
technologies in education. The area of education will get expanded with the use of Digital 
education framework. It reduces the time, cost and geographic boundary for the learners. It 
is possible to impart education to a much larger number of people. Digital education is also a 
field of Study[23]. Many universities are offering Digital Education as an educational Program.
Digital education is very important part in Teaching – Learning process. It has the many special 
features over traditional education system. Digital education does not mean online education. 
It may be through online mode or may be through offline mode. Various digital devices which 
used in teaching learning will be considered as digital education tools. If conventional teaching 
methods use digital tools then it would be considered as digital education. Many professionals 
could not able to continue their education or update their skills because of the time constant 
and place constant. Digital education is providing the solution of this problem. Web based 
learning is one of the key features of digital education. any person could learn anything with 
the use of web technologies. Interactive interaction, smart presentation, use of multimedia 
Technologies provides a better learning experience. It could help to grow more interest to 
the learners. It is more cost effective than traditional learning cost. Cloud hosted platform 
is another features of digital education. Data can be saved into clouds so 24×7 accessibility 
of the study material is possible. It is a secure medium of learning. Digital education opens 
multidimensional possibilities for the learners.
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Digital education has various stakeholders. The stakeholders are student, teacher, staff, 
educational institution, basic Technologies, emerging Technologies, contents and so on. each 
stakeholder plays a unique role to create Digital education system. each component of Digital 
education is very important to build a strong Digital education environment.
Digital Education could be archive through different mode. It may be Web based Online 
learning, e- learning, Blended Learning, Virtual education, ICT based education and so on. 
If the tradition face to face mode of education uses any digital equipment or digital tool or 
digital platform then it could also be considered as Digital education. Information Technology 
and Information and Communication Technology play a vital role to implement the Digital 
education in institution level.
Digital Education is an independent field of Study. Many universities are offering Digital 
education as an educational Program. It is associated with various courses. Digital education 
is an interdisciplinary field of study. Various subjects contribute to enhance the prospect of 
Digital education as a program. Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology, Linguistics, education, 
Computer Science, Information Technology, Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT), Data Science, Artificial Intelligence and many other disciplines contribute to enrich 
the Digital education. Digital education has many dimensions for the future of education 
system. So it is one of the emerging fields for the research scholars.

Digital Education and promotion of Digital society

Digital education is one of the important parts to build Digital Society. Digital education 
plays a vital role in digital society. The synchronization between the technologies based 
systems help to create a perfect digital society. The digital society gets many benefits by the 
digitization of education system. education is directly associate with society, thus Digital 
education plays a vital role to build Digital Society.
By the implementation of digital education it changes the concept of traditional society 
into digital society. It enhances the interaction between the different components of Digital 
society. Digital education has opened the door of education to worldwide. now it is possible 
to collaboration between different universities present in different geographical locations 
irrespective of the distance between them. It enhances the virtual collaboration opportunities. It 
is possible to organize an international academic event with very less overhead which directly 
save the cost to organize the event. It becomes very easy to manage the resource person from 
the different part of the world. By Virtually organization of international events also save 
the travel time of the resource person. It is directly helpful for the resource person to use the 
time in some productive work. The student gets the opportunity to access renowned faculty 
members globally. The resource person can interact with the student virtually with the help of 
internet from remote place. Digital education framework also provides the facility to exchange 
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the culture between different societies. The mutual exchange of the culture indirectly enhances 
the quality of the learning. The interaction between the different cultures helps to enhance 
the cultural values among different societies. It gives the Global exposure of the student. The 
people living in urban area could exchange their view with the people living in village area; 
the people living in hill area could exchange their view with the people living in plane land. 
The outside climate would not consider as a barrier for education. it could be sunny weather, 
rainy season or winter.
Digital education provides a cost effective solution to the society. It is one time investment to 
establish the digital infrastructure to create digital education system to achieve the goal of 
digital society. Information technology and Information and Communication Technology help 
to build the stable infrastructure for the digital education system. It also helps to provide 
the stability to maintain the digit of society. It is able to provide sustainable solutions of the 
problems existing in the traditional education system. It also creates an environment friendly 
atmosphere. It is a green initiative. It is the greener way of solution of different environmental 
issues. It reduces the use of printed books with the use of e-books. e-books also have its own 
advantages. any person of the society may able to access, download and read any e-books 
which are available free of cost. It gives the opportunity to access various kinds of e-books, 
journal papers and magazines available globally. after the implementation of online based 
evaluation system it also helps to reduce the use of paper. The online based examination 
system could able to replace the traditional examinations which needs lots of paperwork. 
The papers are made from trees. Thus reduce the use of paper is directly help to save the 
environment. Hence digital education is capable of creating a sustainable environment and 
sustainable digital society.
Digital education provides the personalized and customize learning environment to the learners[5]. 
It also provides personalized content to the learner. according to the choice of the learner 
and analyzing the potentiality of the learner, it is also possible to customize the content. 
The contents are designed in very scientific way. At the time of designing the contents, the 
psychological perspective of the learner has also been considered. It is very easy to learn. The 
contents are very attractive by the use of multimedia Technology. Multimedia based contents 
are very attractive for the learners. It consists of audio, video, animation and so on. Interactive 
contents are also attractive for the learners. The contents are designed to simplify the complex 
concepts. The complex concepts can easily be understood by the learners with the help of 
smart content. The contents are available in 24×7. The content can be accessible at anytime 
from anywhere. as the contents are stored in the cloud, thus with the use of Internet it can be 
accessible from any geographical location. There is no need to attend the institution physically; 
the learner could attend any class from their own house.
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Digital education provides a flexible learning environment. The learners could access the course 
according to their choice. Digital education offers the choice is program to the learners. It has 
also available a wide range of courses and programs. any person can access and enrolled 
themselves in any program. There is no age limit to learn any topic. The digital society people 
can upgrade they are skill with the use of digital education. It is also possible to learn new 
skills with the use of internet. It opens window of different career options to the learner 
with the advancement of technology by the implementation of digital education. One of the 
advantage of digital education is it could be accessible by the large number of people at a 
same time. MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) is one of the examples of digital education 
initiative. The learners may also registered themselves in ODL (Open Distance Learning) 
based learning program.
Digital education has a broader prospective and that traditional education system. It is able 
to create the critical thinking skills among the learner. Self-motivation is also a key part of the 
digital education. Self-motivated learner can acquire many new skills with the help of digital 
education. In digital education it is very easy to share information and knowledge among the peer 
groups of the digital society. It creates an easy communication between the learners and the 
faculties. The learners could ask any question to clear the doubt regarding the topic. It also 
provides multi-mode of communication. The learner could interact with each other by direct 
communication, through email, video conferencing, chatting, messaging and so on. It could 
be possible to learning through interaction. The concept of digital education has enriched 
by the advancements of the technology. Different basic technologies and emerging Technologies 
have used in digital education. Cloud computing, Big Data Analytics, data mining, artificial 
intelligence, Machine learning algorithms and other emerging Technologies have used in 
digital education. Fig. 2 show the Digital education promotes Digital Society.

smart city, Digital society and Digital Education

Society and technologies both are thriving parallelly. Digitalization using advance technology 
drive society development. Technology has strong relation with digital society to develop 
digital solutions for improvement of society. ICT involve with the societal enhancement 
towards diverse direction. Technology is very significant part to enhance the advancement of 
society. Society is promoted according to the progress of civilization. The wheel of technology 
advancement rolling fast keeping pace with the progress of decade. People are associate 
with the society and gain benefits of the societal headway. Demand of society advancement 
increases gradually for betterment of life standard. Smart city, digital education and digital 
society are interrelated. This Paper explored about smart city related with digital education, 
and digital society.
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Fig. 2: Digital Education promotes Digital Society

Urbanization has many significances for modernization of culture, society, and economy 
of state, country and territory. Smart city, smart town or intelligent city become part of the 
digital society. ICT, Information Technologies, and other advanced technologies deeply involve 
to made-up the smart city. The potentialities of Smart city are growing to improve the class 
of life and betterment of living standard. Latest and advanced technologies are base of the 
urban development. Development of the city connected with the multiple factors. advance 
Information Technology such as Internet of Thing, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Artificial 
Intelligence, Block Chain, Cyber Security are involved in formation of smart city. Technologies 
inclusion makes diverse intelligent application for smart city. Fig. 3 shows the relation between 
digital education, smart city, and Digital Society.
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Fig. 3: Digital Education, Smart City and Digital Society Relation

Digital education is the technology equipped education that deliver education with the 
association of digital platform. The main goal of digital education to enrich the teaching 
methodology and spread education in remote location digitally. Digital education associates 
in development of digital society and smart city. On the other hand, smart city also become 
part of digital society regarding attachment of technology. Therefore, digital education, smart 
city, and digital society inter related and digitalization is the main target to enhance the 
education, make smart city and society.

sUggEstIONs
Digital Society is the need of the hour and it is required in designing, developing and 
administering intelligent and ICT enabled society and community. The development of Digital 
Society practice needs attention to the technologist, empowerment of the human resources 
with latest and emerging technologies, proper funding and budgets—therefore organizations, 
leaders and policy makers need to ensure on such topics for healthy and proper development. 
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educational programs on Digital Society and allied programs though already been started 
but it is required to start in each and every level viz. short term to training program, degrees, 
professional programs, research degrees etc. educationalist, universities need to think on 
this for developing the programs and research events for sustainable and intelligent societal 
development. Policy Makers need to implement the latest technologies as well.

cONclUDINg REMARKs
Digital Society is therefore become an important gradients, components, tools, research area 
and name in developing and advancing the society and community. Digital Society is the 
need of hour in preparing and advancement of the society at large. Community, different 
sectors, organizations etc. can get the benefit of Digital Society from different context. The 
governments of each and every country in contemporary scenario are doing their efforts in 
developing a healthy, sustainable, intelligent, IT enabled, integrated, self sufficient, transparent 
world; and in this regard Digital Society is playing a great role. as Digital Society is now 
become a field of study in different institutions and organizations therefore such skilled Digital 
Society manpower are the helping hand in respect of fulfillment of modern governance and 
society. The emerging technologies such as Cloud, Big Data, IoT, Blockchain, Data analytics, 
advanced networking Systems led the society towards a healthy and developed one where 
different technology play a leading role in making of Intelligent Society and Digital Citizen 
with proper information transfer cycle and transparencies.
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